EAST COAST POOLS

STYLISH OUTDOOR LIVING
DESIGNING SUPERIOR SWIMMING POOLS

The owners of the featured pool requested a multi-functional pool which incorporated a range of design features.
This included ensuring it would be suitable for family fun, entertaining, exercise and also have aesthetic appeal. In
conjunction with the homeowners, the design was undertaken by Colin Sloggett at East Coast Pools in conjunction
with Graham Bradtke from Live in Landscapes.
The sitting of the pool maximised available space as it was positioned back and to one side. This allowed room
for synthetic grass outside the pool for children to play. The use of materials integrated the pool with the home
effortlessly, including the use of white polished concrete and sawn Victorian bluestone. A frameless glass fence
completes the look and ensures no views are interrupted.
The 7.5m x 3m concrete pool is fully tiled with white tiles. It is equipped with energy saving features including Hurlcon
Viron high-efficiency multi-speed pumps, an in-floor cleaning system and Austral solar heating. It also has a Viron
gas heater so the pool can be used year round, a Zodiac self-cleaning chlorinator, and Spa Electrics LED lighting.
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CONTACT
East Coast Pools
2/44 Collins Road
Dromana
Tel: (03) 5987 2488
Fax: (03) 5987 2400
Email: info@eastcoastpools.com.au
Website: www.eastcoastpools.com.au

East Coast Pools specialise in concrete in-ground pools and spas, and predominantly build in the Mornington
Peninsula and Bayside. They build a small number of pools each year to maintain the highest levels of customer
service.
Established in 2001, East Coast Pools continue to maintain a commitment to quality, service and attentive project
management. Owner Colin Sloggett has more than 25 years of experience in swimming pool and landscape
construction, and together with his skilled team, will design and construct your swimming pool, spa and landscape,
looking after your entire project, from initial concept to design and construction.
East Coast Pools’ emphasis on quality can be seen at all stages of the design and construction process, with the use
of quality, state-of-the-art materials and techniques, together with reputable and reliable tradespeople.
At East Coast Pools, beautiful pool designs, combined with imagination, quality workmanship and attentive project
management, will ensure your finished pool looks as good as it feels.
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